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In Democracy Ancient and Modern, Moses I. Finley writes, ‘It was the
Greeks, after all, who discovered not only democracy but also politics, the
art of reaching decisions by public discussion and then of obeying those de-
cisions as a necessary condition of civilized society’ (1973/1985: 13–14). Our
basic agreement with Finley still leaves open several paths of investigation.
First of all, as to the date. If the institution of democracy can rather easily be
located and dated, at what moment can the emergence of ‘the political’ be
set? Are we talking in Greece about the cities of the seventh and sixth cen-
turies? Or earlier still? Van Effenterre thinks he can detect archeological traces
of it (a public square) in the Creto-Mycenaean world. At an earlier date, then,
and perhaps elsewhere: Marc Abélès, in Le Lieu du politique (1983), notes its
presence in Southwest Ethiopia, among the Ochollo, with the existence of
public squares, assemblies, forms of citizenship. There thus may be, in certain
human communities, some aspects of the political. But the Greek case is par-
ticular because there the political takes on a rather dense, organized, and
conscious form that dominates the entire social field and sets its mark upon
it. The reasons, which are historical in character, are many and are situated
on a variety of levels. It is their convergence that has led to what we call the
polis, the city-state.

There is, it seems to me, a prior condition for the invention of the polis.
Although this condition has yet to be analyzed adequately, it is, I believe,
essential. It concerns the way in which, at the dawn of the city (toward the
eighth century BCE), the Greeks conceived of sovereignty, how they rep-
resented to themselves, in terms of their traditions, the relations between
power and social order, between the king and the human group subject to
him.

In Émile Benveniste’s Indo-European Language and Society (1969/1973),
the author notes the difference between, on the one hand, Indo-European
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royalty (the Latin rex, the Indian raj) and, on the other hand, Greek royalty.
In the Indo-European notion of sovereignty, the emphasis is placed on the
sacral function more than on warrior strength; the king is less political than
religious. His mission is not to command, to exercise some degree of power,
but to set the rules, to determine what is right. He has more in common with
a priest than a chief [chef ]. In Greece, on the contrary, the king is defined as
despotēs, he whose strength is such that he disposes as he pleases of those
who are subject to his authority. Aristotle was later to say that the king estab-
lishes over his subjects the same relationship of complete domination that the
head [chef ] of a family exercises over his children or the free man over the
slaves of whom he is the master.

To these remarks by Benveniste must be added those of Haudricourt
which contrast the royal functions of the sovereign among peoples who are
‘gardeners’, as was the case of the ancient Chinese, and ‘pastoral’ peoples
devoted in the main to animal husbandry, as the Greeks were in the Homeric
age. Among the former, the best king is he who does nothing; from his
person radiates a social order in which each being spontaneously develops
according to his own nature in the place that is his own. Royal action always
takes an ‘indirect and negative’ form, that of removing obstacles, clearing
the terrain, irrigating the land, but in no way does it offer any constraints.
The domestication of animals leads pastoral individuals to conceive the
king’s relationships to his subjects on the model of the domination exercised
by the shepherd over the beasts of his flock. The king is ‘pastor of peoples’,
poimen laon as the Iliad formulates it more than 40 times, the Odyssey over
10 times.

Sovereignty is therefore intimately connected, in the minds of the
ancient Greeks, with the idea of kratos, the power of domination, of bia,
brutal violence. Two examples may be provided that will help one to under-
stand what this conception involves. Hesiod’s Theogony (seventh century BCE)
is a long poem that tells how Zeus, once promoted king of the gods, sover-
eign of the world, went on to establish forever an immutable cosmic order.
In order to exist and to subsist, this order had to have been founded, insti-
tuted, at the initiative of a monarch who was determined to assure its main-
tenance. In relation to order, power appears primary. Zeus is king because
he knew how to subdue his adversaries by force and by arms, biē kai chersi
damasas, for the Olympians, grouped behind him, succeeded in ‘settling by
force their conflict with the Titans’. Access to sovereignty, which is won
through victory in a test of strength, distinguishes itself by the ongoing pres-
ence, alongside King Zeus, of two characters who are Titanic in origin, Styx’s
two sons: assigned to the person of the sovereign, they always remain close
at his heels, surrounding him on either side wherever he steps. Their names
state clearly what they are: one is called Kratos, the other Bia; Domination,
Brutal Violence.

Another example. In Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound, Zeus embodies
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absolute sovereignty. The paraphernalia associated with his supremacy are
shackles, the yoke, fetters, the bridle, the whip, and the goad. Zeus reigns
without rules; he holds justice and order at his discretion. Every being,
whether divine or human, has received as his share a lot that defines him
and limits him. What falls to Zeus is not to come under the provisions of this
necessary repartition; instead of being subject to this repartition, he alone
puts it into effect for each and every one by reigning over all as absolute
master.

For a human group that shares this quite particular and so ‘positive’
conception of the sovereign, the problem will not be to define what founds
and consecrates the king’s status, what justifies one’s submission to him, but
what is going to allow one to ‘neutralize’ the supereminent power he exer-
cises over others. The ways in which this neutralization can be effectuated
are what was going to lead to the emergence of a political level.

In Greek, three terms are employed to express the word ‘king’. The
first, anax, is the one used in the Mycenaean world between 1450 and
1200 BCE to designate the person who, from his palace and with the aid of
his scribes, rules the whole of the social, economic, war-making, and re-
ligious life of his kingdom. Anax is an absolute term: one is anax or one
isn’t. In the Homeric age (eighth century BCE), anax lost its luster and became
commonplace. It was basileus that thenceforth designated the king, but the
term includes a comparative form; one can be more a king than another, less
than a third, basileuteros. One can also be more a king than everyone, in the
superlative, basileutatos, as was the case with Agamemnon. In the Achaean
army conducting the expedition against Troy, there was not one sovereign
but many kings, royal personages, who headed up their respective contin-
gents; they had their own independence and considered themselves one
another’s equals. They formed an elite, the aristoi, the best, defined by their
superior valor in combat, their warrior gallantry, or by the eminent quality
of the advice they dispensed in council meetings. Force of arms counted, but
so did sagacity of speech, prudence of tongue. When the army in its various
components gathered in assembly, it formed a circle and opened at its center
a free space, one common to all, in which each speaker, if he were quali-
fied as one of the aristoi, moved forward into the empty center, stood mese
agora, in the middle of the assembly, took in hand, upon his turn, the scep-
tron, that sign of a sovereignty that had already taken on a collective char-
acter, and spoke as he meant to speak. In this meson, this common, public
space, before the gaze and under the control of all, Achilles emptied out his
heart and spilled forth his quarrel with the king of kings, speaking entirely
freely and without a care, treating Agamemnon as lower than low.

The third term, turannos, which at the outset was fairly much synony-
mous with basileus, was later to assume the negative values of sovereignty
and, starting in the fifth century, came to designate in the person of the
monarch he who knows no limit, no rule other than the arbitrariness of his
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whims, and is ready to commit any heinous crime for the sake of power; if
the desire overtakes him, he would sleep with his mother, kill his father, eat
his own children. He is the individual whose status beyond the norm
excludes him from the city as well as from the human race.

For the group of people who consider themselves to be equals (a group
that continued to grow until it encompassed all citizens), neutralizing power
meant setting kratos in the center, in order to depersonalize it and render it
common so that each might share a part in it without anyone being able to
appropriate it for himself.

This is what Demonax did at Cyrene around 550 when he was charged
by the Delphic oracle with the task of setting up a new constitution. He
reserved for King Battus lands and priesthoods, but ‘everything else of what
the kings possessed beforehand he set in the center for the people’ (es meson
tō dēmō ethēke, Herodotus 4.161).

This is also what Cadmus did at Cos in the early fifth century. ‘He
received from his father a well established tyranny; of his own free will,
without anything troublesome threatening him but obeying a sense of justice
he placed power at the center for the people of Cos’ (es meson katatheis tēn
archēn, Herodotus 7.164).

In 522, on Samos, power, kratos, was in the hands of Maeandrius.
Before dying, the tyrant Polycrates had handed it over to him. What did he
say to his fellow citizens? ‘As you know, it is to me that the scepter and all
Polycrates’ might have been conferred; the occasion is offered for me today
to reign over you. But I shall avoid doing myself what I reproached in
another. For, Polycrates did not have my consent when he reigned as master
over men who were similar to him (despozōn homoiōn eoutō). Setting power
in the center, I proclaim for you isonomy (es mesō tēn archēn titheis
isonomien humin proargoreuō) and I grant you freedom’ (Herodotus 3.142).

Lodging power at the center means that decisions of common interest
were going to be made at the end of a public debate in which each person
could intervene and that execution of those decisions would be made by the
citizenry as a whole: by turns they would come to the center to occupy and
then retire from the office of the various magistracies, as the law, nomos, and
justice, dikē, would come to substitute themselves for the might of the sov-
ereign. There is no other king but the common law: nomos basileus.

This neutralization of power also assumes that it has lost its sacred char-
acter and that the common interests of the group, human affairs, should be
treated as a domain pertaining, via debate, to intellectual analysis, reasoned
experience, positive reflection. As early as the beginning of the sixth century
we have evidence of a form of thought that places controversies and politi-
cal decisions on an equal footing with rational endeavors.

When, on the verge of civil war, Athens entrusted Solon with the
archonship in 594–3 so that he might reconcile the city with itself by arbi-
trating its conflicts, this statesman who cut a figure as poet as well as sage
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explained in his elegies that he refused to act by the force of tyranny, turan-
nidos biē. He acted instead by the might of law, kratei nomou, adjusting force
to justice, biē to dikē, and vice versa.

Kratos nomou. Law here is common to all, known by all, human even
when it has sovereign value. Let us listen again to Solon: ‘The might of snow
and hail comes from the cloud, thunder proceeds from the brilliant lightning
flash, but it is by great (too great) men that a city is destroyed and it is its
ignorance that leads the dēmos, the people, into the slavery of monarchia,
the power of a single man.

Lodging power in the center, placing it in common, is also to strip it of
its mystery, to snatch it from the realm of secrecy in order to make of it an
object of thought and public debate. The word politeia would be applied to
the various forms of constitution that one had to define, classify, and compare
to one another and that could also be imagined, mentally reworked by
drawing a picture of an ideal constitution. Thereafter, it no longer sufficed
for the political merely to exist in institutional practices. It became ‘self-
consciousness’, giving to group life, to individuals united in one and the same
community, their properly human character.
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Note
1. ‘La Naissance du politique.’ Translated from the French typescript by David

Ames Curtis.
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